
NOTE ON ABSOLUTELY  CONVERGENT DIRICHLET SERIES
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In view of Wiener's well-known theorem [ll, p. 91 ], on the in-

verses of absolutely convergent Fourier series, it is natural to ask

whether something similar is true for Dirichlet series. If s = ar+it is a

complex variable and f(s) is representable for a^Oas

co CO

(1) 22 ann-",    where     22 I °n |   < °°,
n—1 n=l

is it true that \f(s)\ s^k>0 for cr^O implies that (/(s))-1 is also of

the form (1)? In this note, an affirmative answer is supplied.3

Let P be the semigroup of positive integers under multiplication,

and let h(P) be the class of all complex functions a on P, a= {an}»~i,

for which ||a|| = y^°-i \an\ is finite. We obtain a commutative Banach

algebra by defining (aa)n = aan for complex a, (a+b)n = an+bn, and

the product a*b (convolution) by (a*b)n= 22jk=najbk. The algebra

h(P) has as its unit e the function such that ex= 1 and en = 0 if n> 1.

The theory of /i-algebras of commutative semigroups is developed in

[4] and [5]. The present note is based on the observation that the

Dirichlet series (1) is the Fourier transform of the element aEh(P),

defined on a very small subspace of the space of all maximal ideals of

k(P).

Lemma 1. Let aEh(P). Then a-1 exists if and only if

(2) d(x) = 22 **(»)
n-l

is different from zero for all bounded complex functions x on P, n°t

identically zero, such that x(mn)—x(m)x(n) identically ("semichar-

acters" of P).

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.7 of [5], where

it is shown that the multiplicative linear functionals on h(P) are
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exactly the mappings a-+d(x) defined in (2). Theorem 5.8 of  [5]

shows that h(P) is semisimple.

We next compute the semicharacters of P. If x is a semicharacter

of P, then %(1) = 1, and x(P) can be any complex number such that

O^S |x(£)| =1. Ior each prime p.* Then for n= Wpr', we have x(n)

= T[x(pr)Br- The set P of all semicharacters of P is obviously a semi-

group under pointwise multiplication, isomorphic to the Cartesian

product of a countably infinite number of closed unit disks {z: \ z | :S 1}.

The Gel'fand topology for P (the weakest topology for P under which

all functions d as in (2) are continuous, for aEh(P)), is easily shown

to be the usual Cartesian product topology. The very special semi-

characters Xs, where x«(n) =»_s(o"^0), give us the functions

CO

(3) fa(s) = d(x.) = E ann~'.
n-l

The uniqueness theorem for Dirichlet series shows again that h(P)

is semisimple. It is easy to see that the set (x*}»eo is not dense in P.

For example, if \p is the semicharacter such that ^(2) =0, ^(3)=1,

and \p(p) =0 for all primes > 3, then \p is not in the closure of {x<i}<rso.

Gel'fand's famous proof [2] of Wiener's theorem on absolutely

convergent Fourier series amounts simply to noting that the map-

pings {an}n=-«,^'22n--<' ineinB ( — xg0<x) are the only multiplica-

tive linear functionals on the Zi-algebra of the additive group of all

integers. Our present problem is complicated by the fact that the

mappings a—>d(x<>) defined in (3) are not even dense in the space of

all multiplicative linear functionals on h(P). To get around this

difficulty, we need more refined properties of P and the functions a.

Let z= (zi, • • • , zm) be a point in complex TV-space, and let 4>(z) be

any polynomial in Zi, • ■ • , zjv- Let qi, • • ■ , q,y be any real numbers

all greater than 1. For c^O, let Da = {z: |z,-| ^qf, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , N}.

In the principal application, qi, • • • , qur will be the first N primes.

Let € be any positive real number.

Lemma 2. // |<£(z)| <e/or some zEDo, then there is a number c/SiO

and a point z' with \ z' \ =qV (i=l, • • • , N) such that \<j>(z') | <e.

Proof. It is evident that the set <f>(Dc) varies continuously with <r.

As o"—>+°o, <p(Da) shrinks to <£(0). If <j>(0) =0, we can clearly make

|</>(z')| <e by taking z/ =qT" (i=l, • • ■ , N) for sufficiently large a.

If 0(0) ^0, then, since \<f>(z)\ <e for some zED0 and 0^</.(Z?a)for

sufficiently large a, we can find a a such that 0E<t>(D<r) and | cf>(z) | <e

for some zED„. For instance, writing r/ = min [e/2, |t/>(0)|/2], take

4 We begin the series of primes with 2.
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<r = inf t, over all r such that \<b(z)\ ^17 for all zEDT. Let cr be any such

value, and fixed.

Since D, is compact, the infimum inf^a, \(b(z) \ is attained: say for

z' = (z{, ■ ■ • ,z'N). Let 0(zr)=<j>(z{, ■ ■ ■ ,zT, ■ ■ ■ , z'N) (r = l, ■ ■ ■ ,N).

Since 0(zr) 9*0 for \zT\ S q7°, it follows that inf\Xr\iqr-,\d(zT)\

= inf,eB# | cp(z) | is attained only for \zr\ =q7°, by applying the maxi-

mum modulus principle to (d(zr))-1. That is, | 2/ | =q7". Since this is

true for all r, r = 1, • ■ • , N, the result holds as stated.

Corollary. If<b(z) =0for some zED0, then there is a value of a, and

a point z' = (z{, ■ ■ ■ , z'N) with |z/| =qT" (i=l, • • • , N) such that

<p(z')=0.

This follows from Lemma 2 by a compactness argument.

Next, let S= {qi, q2, • ■ • } be any sequence of real numbers, all

greater than 1, such that the set {loggi, log q2, ■ ■ ■ } is linearly inde-

pendent over the rational number field. For <r^0, let MC = M„(S) be

the set of all semicharacters xEP such that |x(P»)| = aT° for each

prime pi, and write M„ for the set whose sole element is the semi-

character x such that x(£)=0 for all primes p. For o-^O, let L,

= LC(S) be the set of all semicharacters x such that x(Pi) =g.T"~it 10r

each prime pj, where t is a real number that depends upon x but not

upon j.

Lemma 3. For each <r=iO, we have LC = M, (~ denotes closure in the

GeVfand topology for P) .6

Proof. Clearly MaZ)L„ and M, is closed, so we have only to prove

that L,Z)M<,. To simplify the notation, take <r = 0: the proof for

o->0 will follow at once. We have to prove that, given xEM0, a

positive integer N, and 5>0, there is a real number t such that

(4) \x(pr)-q7"\   <8 (r=l,---,N),

where pi, ■ • • , pN are the first N primes. Writing x(Pr) =e~'*(r), where

ip(r) is real, we rewrite (4) as

(5) I e-*w - er{t l0' "' I   < 5        (r = 1, • • • , A).

Since the numbers log qr are by hypothesis linearly independent, the

Kronecker approximation theorem (Theorem 444 of [3]) can be ap-

plied. A simple computation, which we omit, shows that (5) can be

satisfied for a real number t.

We now give our main result.

Theorem 1. The following assertions are equivalent.

5 This lemma is closely related to Satz I of [l ].
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1. The element aEh(P) has an inverse arl in h(P).

2. The function /„, where fa(s) = E"-i a»»~*> is bounded away from

zero in absolute value for o-^0.

3. fa(s) vanishes for no s with o-SsO, and (fa(s))~1= E^-i bnn~' for

o-^0, where E^-i \bn\ is finite.

Proof. The equivalence of 1. and 3. follows at once from the

uniqueness theorem for Dirichlet series. It is obvious that 3. implies 2.

We have then only to prove that 2. implies 1. Suppose that aEh(P)

has no inverse in h(P). By Lemma 1, there is a semicharacter x&P

such that (2) is zero for this choice of x- Given e>0, choose the

positive integer M so that 22n-M+i |a«| <«: it then follows that

I 22n-i anX(n)\ <e. Now, 22n-ianX(n) is a polynomial in x(2),

x(3), ■ ■ ■ , x(Pn), where Pn is the largest prime not exceeding M.

Apply Lemma 2 with g< = pi (pi is the ith prime): there is a a 5:0 and a

semicharacter \p E Mc such that | E«= ian\(/(n)\ <e. We obviously have

| 22n=iCtnip(n)\ <2e. Now use Lemma 3, again with qi = pi. It is im-

mediate that there is a real number / such that | E"-i ann-"-i(\ <3e.

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, the function fa(s) is not

bounded away from zero in absolute value for crSiO. This completes

the proof.

We make now some additional comments, and point out some

related results.

The case of Dirichlet series with abscissa of absolute convergence

different from zero can easily be reduced to the case just treated. If

the series En=i a»»~' converges absolutely for cr^B, then the func-

tion b= {an«~"},r=.i, defined on P, is in the algebra h(P). A theorem

like Theorem 1 follows at once.

The following situation is simpler than that of Theorem 1. Let Q

denote the multiplicative group of positive rational numbers, and

h(Q) the class of functions a= {ar}reQ such that EreQ \ar\ is finite.

This function class can be treated as the Si-algebra of the discrete

commutative group Q. Kronecker's theorem implies, just as in

Lemma 3, that the characters xW =e-itloer (rEQ) are dense in the

dual group Q, and hence the analogue of Theorem 1 holds for "Dirich-

let" series Ereo. arr~u, i.e.

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that aEh(Q) should

have an inverse in h(Q) is that the function \ 22'^q arr-%t\ should be

bounded away from zero for all real t. (Since commutative group algebras

are regular in the sense of Silov (see for example [8, p. 57 and p. 146]),

we can assert the following: Let B be any subset of Q; then every function

aEh(Q) such that \d\ is bounded away from zero on B has an inverse in

h(Q) if and only if B is dense in Q.)
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Let M,= MC(S) be defined as above for any sequence of real num-

bers S={qi, q2, • • • } all greater than 1, irrespective of whether

{log gi, log q2, ■ • ■ } is a linearly independent set. Let Mo be the set

of all xGFsuch that | x(«) | = 1 for all nEP- Let M(S) = U0s.<M M«(S).
Then we have

Theorem 3. M(S) is a proper closed subset of the space P. For each

aEh(P), the set of values {a(x):xEM(S)} is the same as the set of

values {a(x)'-xEP} ■ If, for some X^O, qi =q\ (l^i<<x>), then

M(S) = M(S'); otherwise M(S)r\M(S') = M0]UMa!,. The set M0 is

the Silov boundary of P.

Proof. It is an easy deduction from Lemma 2 that if d(x) =0 for

some x£F, then d(x) =0 for some xG-MLS). The first statement fol-

lows from this upon looking at a —ae instead of a. We omit the other

details.

Suppose now that {log qu log q2, ■ ■ ■ } is a rationally independent

set of numbers, and write L(S) =\Jos<r<«, La(S). Then it is immediate,

from Lemma 3, that 1(5) = M(S). For n = IJpfr, let hn = Ulr'- If we
write fa(S, s) = 22"-1 anhnS, we can clearly assert

Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that aEh(P)

should have an inverse in h(P) is that \fa(S, s) \ should be bounded away

from zero for cr^O.

Another immediate consequence is

Theorem 5. The closure of the set of values of fa(S, s) for o-jSO is the

same as that of fa(So, s) for a Si 0, whenever S and S0 are sets of numbers

> 1 each with rationally independent logarithms.

The function fa(s) of Theorem 1 is of course the function fa(S, s)

where S= \2, 3, 5, 7, • • • }. The most general set 5 of the kind re-

quired is obtained by choosing an arbitrary countably infinite subset

of any positive Hamel basis of the real numbers over the rationals

and then taking exponentials.

It should perhaps be emphasized that L(S) is dense in P for no

choice of 5. However, every aEh(P) is completely determined by the

behavior of d on any set L(S). This is the uniqueness theorem for

Dirichlet series. The situation is a little like that obtaining in the

Radon measure algebra 3TC(ic) of the additive group R of real num-

bers. Here the function jj,(t), where Ji(t) =f2ae~ixtd)x(x) (— co < t < + oo),

completely determines the measure /j.E'^(R)- Nevertheless, the

mappings fi,—>ji(t) are not dense in the maximal ideal space of 9TC(i?)

(see [lO]). In this case, there exist measures p. such that \ji(t) \ is

bounded away from zero for all real t but such that n~y does not exist
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in 3TC(i?). The reason for this difference between 31Z(i?) and h(P) is

partly explained by the absence of anything like singular measures

in h(P).
Note. Dr. D. A. Edwards has kindly pointed out that our Theorem

1 can be deduced from a theorem of R. S. Phillips (Theorem 2.3 of

[9]). An essential part of the argument is the fact that the convolu-

tion algebra of bounded Borel measures on [0, =0 [ with zero singular

part has no divisors of zero. This fact is replaced in our proof by

Lemmas 1 and 2.

Dr. Edwards has also remarked that although the set {xsj^o is

not dense in P (that is, there are open subsets of P which do not

meet it), nevertheless every sub-basic open set

{x: \a(x)-d(X')\   <e}

has a nonvoid intersection with {x«Kboi and this is enough for the

validity of the criterion of Theorem 1.
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